
SEAN NICHOLAS SAVAGE
Bermuda Waterfall

bermuda waterfall= invisible action, unconscious fertilization, 
the subconscious master plan continuum 

much of the words to bermuda (which i feel are the center piece) were written 
whilest travelling between one place i loved and another place/people i loved, and 
trying to describe my most potent dreams related to my most potent life experiences. 
 there was a feeling of disappointment in communication with the people that i'm 
calling out to connect with through my performances and travels in the last year, a 
feeling of loneliness.  

i had to have faith with the meanings of the poetry because more then ever it was 
lifted from my life often without being understood, only knowing that they were 
events, truths i admired, truthfully complex as anything so haunting can be 
interpreted in so many ways, like any dream funny or sexual, or horrifying. not so 
much knowing the reasons, but just the experiences as mysterious as they are to me. 
i promise that i was as straight forward with the words as possible in describing 
these nuances.   

full of yin and yang, and just sitting back and taking a look at my life, something i'm 
happy with, and came naturally in the words of which i intended for the frst time 
nothing. i'll have to wait a few years before i understand exactly whats going on in 
the record, in this time in my life, and i'm alright with that, cos i'm into mystery.

– Sean Nicholas Savage

• Follow up to “Other Life”, released May 2013.

• Has developed a devout indie / cult following through strong releases over the 
past fve years.

• Played over 100 shows in support of “Other Life”, with similar touring planned 
in support of this release.

• Has performed at many North American festivals such as CMJ, Pop Montreal, 
NXNE, and SXSW, as well as at the Martin Margiela show at New York Fashion 
Week 2014.

• Key markets: NYC, Montreal, Toronto.

TRACKLISTING

1 Boogie Nights
2 Naturally
3 The Rat
4 Heartless
5 Empire
6 Hangin On
7 Bermuda Waterfall
8 Darkness
9 Hands Dance
10 Please Set Me Free
11 Vampire
12 Some Things Never Die

“The utter rawness and sincerity of his 
performance is absolutely captivating.”

– Pitchfork

“Montreal's best kept secret (...) sparkles like 
Elliott Smith hopped up on Arthur Russell's 

happy pills.”
– NME
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